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Abstract. We propose a least squares Galerkin based gradient recovery to

approximate Dirichlet problems for strong solutions of linear elliptic prob-
lems in nondivergence form and corresponding a priori and a posteriori error

bounds. This approach is used to tackle fully nonlinear elliptic problems, e.g.,

Monge–Ampère, Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman, using the smooth (vanilla) and
the semismooth Newton linearization. We discuss numerical results, including

adaptive methods based on the a posteriori error indicators.

elliptic, PDE, fully nonlinear, Bellman, Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman, strong solu-
tion, semismooth Newton, least squares Galerkin, recovery, Monge–Ampère

1. Introduction

Let Ω denote a bounded convex domain in Rd, d ∈ N (typically d = 2, 3).
Consider the Dirichlet problem of finding a function u : Ω → R such that

(1) F [x, u,∇u,D2u] = 0 and u|∂Ω = r.

Here, ∇u,D2u denote the gradient and the Hessian of u and F : Ω × R × Rd ×
Rd×d → R is assumed to be elliptic and Newton differentiable which is defined by
Definition 3.1.

While viscosity solutions are possible, in a natural way, for this type of equations,
we here focus on smoother solutions. Namely, we look at the numerical approxim-
ations of u in H2(Ω) satisfying (1), termed strong solution. We follow a series of
papers on the matter [Smears and Süli, 2016, Feng and Jensen, 2017, Gallistl and
Süli, 2019], but with a focus on the different and somewhat more flexible numerical
methodology of least squares gradient recovery Galerkin finite element method to
discretize the linear equations in nondivergence form that ensue from linearizing
(1) using semismooth Newton method. We only state the results here, respectively
referring for the details of §2 and §3 to Lakkis and Mousavi [2019] and Lakkis
and Mousavi [2020]. We look at some numerical examples, outlining an adaptive
algorithm based on a posteriori error estimates for the linear elliptic equations in
nondivergence form with Cordes coefficients.

2. A least-squares Galerkin approach to gradient recovery for
linear equations in nondivergence form

We outline the proposed numerical method of the strong solution of the linear
second order equation in nondivergence form; the details, including the proofs of
all stated results can be found in Lakkis and Mousavi [2019]. To prevent difficulties
arising from numerically working in H2(Ω) space, we consider an equivalent problem
with solution in a H1-regularity space. For this we minimize a cost (least-squares)
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functional associated to the main problem. We prove that the equivalent problem
is well posed using a coercivity argument, deducing thus the same result for the
discrete counterpart. By setting Galerkin finite element spaces within H1(Ω), we
provide a priori and a posteriori error bounds.

Dropping the index α from the Lα in (??), we consider the following linear
second order elliptic equations in nondivergence form of finding u ∈ H2(Ω) such
that

(2) Lu := A : D2u+ bᵀ∇u− cu = f and u|∂Ω = 0

where the coefficientsA ∈ L∞(Ω; Sym (Rd)), with Sym(X) =: symmetric operators on X,
is uniformly elliptic, b ∈ L∞(Ω; Rd) and c ∈ L∞(Ω), c > 0 satisfy exactly one of
the following two Cordes conditions for some ε ∈ (0, 1)

b 6= 0 or c 6= 0 ⇒ |A|2 + |b|
2
/2λ + (c/λ)2

(traA+ c/λ)2
6

1

d+ ε
a. e.in Ω for some λ > 0, ,(3)

b ≡ 0 and c ≡ 0 ⇒ |A|2

(traA)2
6

1

d− 1 + ε
a. e.in Ω,(4)

where |X| =
(

traXᵀX
)1/2

. The right-hand side f is a generic element of L2(Ω).
We consider the right-hand side r in (1) to be 0 for simplicity (although the devel-
opments can be extended to r|∂Ω being the trace of a function r ∈ H2(Ω).

Problem (2) is well posed under these assumptions as shown by Smears and
Süli [2014]. In numerical approximating solutions, dealing with more regular than
H1(Ω) spaces leads to complicated computations. To avoid this difficulty, we intend
to consider an alternative equivalent problem with H1(Ω) solution.

We denote the outer normal to Ω at x ∈ ∂Ω by nΩ(x), which we assume defined
for S-almost every x ∈ ∂Ω (S being the (d − 1)-dimensional “surface” measure)
and recall the tangential trace of ψ ∈ H1(Ω; Rd) is expressed (or defined) by

(5) (I − nΩnΩᵀ) ψ|∂Ω .

Define the following function spaces

W :=
{
ψ ∈ H1(Ω; Rd) : (I − nΩnΩᵀ) ψ|∂Ω = 0

}
,(6)

Y := H1(Ω)×H1
(
Ω; Rd

)
(7)

V := H1
0(Ω)×W ⊆ Y ,(8)

endowed with the H1-norm for W and the following norm for Y and V ,

(9) ‖(ϕ,ψ)‖2Y := ‖ϕ‖2H1(Ω) + ‖ψ‖2H1(Ω) for each (ϕ,ψ) ∈ Y ⊇ V .

We denote by 〈ϕ,ψ〉 the L2(D;V ) inner product with respect to the Lebesgue or
surface measure on D. For a fixed θ ∈ [0, 1] we introduce the linear operator
Mθ : Y → L2(Ω)

(10) (ϕ,ψ) 7→ A : Dψ + bᵀ(θψ + (1− θ)∇ϕ)− cϕ =:Mθ(ϕ,ψ).

The parameter θ is at the user’s disposal, but the most useful values are 0, 1/2 and
1. We introduce the following quadratic functional of (ϕ,ψ) ∈ V

(11) Eθ(ϕ,ψ) := ‖∇ϕ−ψ‖2L2(Ω) + ‖∇×ψ‖2L2(Ω) + ‖Mθ(ϕ,ψ)− f‖2L2(Ω)
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where∇×ψ denotes curl (rotation) of ψ, and then consider the convex minimization
problem of finding

(12) (u, g) = argmin
(ϕ,ψ)∈V

Eθ(ϕ,ψ).

2.1. Remark (Equivalent problems). The problem of finding strong solution
to (2) and convex minimization problem (12) are equivalent and in (12), g = ∇u
holds. Thus, in the rest of the paper, g is equal to ∇u.

The Euler–Lagrange equation of the minimization problem (12) consists in find-
ing (u, g) ∈ V such that

(13) 〈∇u− g,∇ϕ−ψ〉+ 〈∇×g,∇×ψ〉+ 〈Mθ(u, g),Mθ(ϕ,ψ)〉
= 〈f,Mθ(ϕ,ψ)〉 for each (ϕ,ψ) ∈ V .

We introduce the symmetric bilinear form aθ : Y 2 → R via
(14)
aθ(ϕ,ψ;ϕ′,ψ′) :=

〈
∇ϕ−ψ,∇ϕ′ −ψ′

〉
+
〈
∇×ψ,∇×ψ′

〉
+
〈
Mθ(ϕ,ψ),Mθ(ϕ

′,ψ′)
〉
.

2.2. Theorem (Coercivity and continuity). Let Ω be a bounded convex open
subset of Rd and the uniformly bounded coefficients A, b, c satisfy either (3) with
λ > 0 or (4) with b ≡ 0 and c ≡ 0. Then aθ on V is coercive and continuous, there
exist C15, C16 > 0 such that

aθ (ϕ,ψ ; ϕ,ψ) > C15 ‖(ϕ,ψ)‖2Y for each (ϕ,ψ) ∈ V ,(15)

aθ
(
ϕ,ψ ; ϕ′,ψ′

)
6 C16 ‖(ϕ,ψ)‖Y

∥∥(ϕ′,ψ′)
∥∥

Y
for each (ϕ,ψ), (ϕ′,ψ′) ∈ V .

(16)

Theorem 2.2 ensures the well-posedness of the problem (13) trough the Lax-
Milgram setting.

2.3. Definition of A least squares finite element method. Let T be a collec-
tion of conforming shape-regular triangulations on Ω which also known as meshes.
If the domain, Ω, is a polyhedral then it coincides with the interior area of the
mesh. Otherwise, if the domain includes curved boundary, the coincidence is lost.
Hence this leads to have simplices with curved sides and isoparametric elements.
For each element K ∈ T ∈ T, denote hK := diamK, and h := hT := maxK∈T hK .
Now, consider the following Galerkin finite element spaces

U := Pk (T ) ∩H1
0(Ω), G := Pk(T ; Rd) ∩W ⊆ H1(Ω; Rd).(17)

Corresponding to these spaces, the discrete problem corresponding to (13) turns to
finding (uU, gG) ∈ U× G such that

(18) aθ(uU, gG;ϕ,ψ) = 〈f,Mθ(ϕ,ψ)〉 for each (ϕ,ψ) ∈ U× G.

The coercivity is inherited to subspaces, therefore the solution of discrete prob-
lem (18) is also well-posed. The discrete problem (18) leads to an approximate
solution satisfying the following error estimate theorems.

2.4. Remark (implementing the boundary conditions). Since imposing zero-
tangential trace condition to the finite element spaces is not trivial. In the imple-
mentation we used in §4 we replace in (18) the space G := Pk

(
T ; Rd

)
∩ W ⊆

H1(Ω; Rd) with the larger space G̃ := Pk
(
T ; Rd

)
∩H1(Ω; Rd).
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2.5. Theorem (a priori error estimate). Let T ∈ T be a mesh on the polyhedral
domain Ω ⊆ Rd. Moreover assume that the strong solution u of (2) satisfies u ∈
Hβ+2(Ω), for some real β > 0. Let (uU, gG) ∈ U× G be the finite element solution
of (18) on the mesh T . Then for some C19 > 0, independent of u and h we have

(19) ‖(u,∇u)− (uU, gG)‖Y 6 C19h
min {k,β} ‖u‖Hk+2(Ω) .

2.6. Remark (curved domain). In the case that Ω has a curved boundary we
use isoparametric finite element. A piecewise smooth domain guarantees an op-
timal rate error bound using isoparametric finite element similarly to Theorem 2.5
[Ciarlet, 2002].

2.7. Theorem (error-residual a posteriori estimates). Let (uU, gG) is the
unique solution of the discrete problem (18).

(i) The following a posteriori residual upper bound holds

‖(u,∇u)− (uU, gG)‖2Y 6 C
−1
15(

‖∇uU − gG‖2L2(Ω) + ‖∇×gG‖2L2(Ω) + ‖Mθ(uU, gG)− f‖2L2(Ω)

)
.

(ii) For any open subdomain ω ⊆ Ω we have

(20) ‖∇uU − gG‖2L2(ω)
+ ‖∇×gG‖2L2(ω)

+ ‖Mθ(uU, gG)− f‖2L2(ω)

6 C16,ω

(
‖u− uU‖2H1 (ω) + ‖∇u− gG‖2H1 (ω)

)
,

where C16,ω is the continuity constant of aθ restricted to ω ⊆ Ω.

3. Linearization of fully nonlinear problems

In this section, we present the Newton differentiability concept to operators,
which can even include non-smooth operators. This concept is useful to extend the
standard Newton linearization to the problems with non-smooth operator. We state
the convergence analysis of a linearization method which is based on this concept.
We then discuss linearization of two specific fully nonlinear PDEs, namely Monge–
Ampère and Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman equations that lead to a sequence of linear
equations in nondivergence form.

3.1. Definition of Newton differentiable operator, Ito and Kunisch [2008].
Let X and Z be Banach spaces and let U be a non-empty open subset of X . An
operator F : U ⊂ X → Z is called Newton differentiable at x ∈ U if there exists
a set-valued map with non-empty images DF : U ⇒ Lin (X → Z ) (where the
double arrow signifies values in the power set of the right-hand side) such that

(21) lim
‖e‖X→0

1

‖e‖X
sup

D∈DF [x]

‖F [x+ e]−F [x]−De‖Z = 0 for each x ∈ U .

The nonlinear operator F is called Newton differentiable on U with Newton deriv-
ative DF if F is Newton differentiable at x, for every x ∈ U .

The set-valued map DF [x] is single-valued at x if and only if F is Fréchet
differentiable and DF [x] = {DF [x]}.
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3.2. Theorem (Superlinear convergence). Suppose that a nonlinear operator
F is Newton differentiable in an open neighborhood U of x∗, solution of F [x] = 0.
If for any x ∈ U , the all D ∈ DF [x] are non-singular and

∥∥D−1∥∥ are bounded,
then the Newton iteration

(22) xn+1 = xn −D−1n F [xn], Dn ∈ DF [xn]

converges superlinearly to x∗ provided that x0 is sufficiently close to x∗.

3.3. Definition of The Monge–Ampère equation. Let Ω ⊆ R2 be a bounded
convex domain. Consider the Monge–Ampère (MA) equation with Dirichlet bound-
ary condition

(23) det D2u = f in Ω, u|∂Ω = 0 and u is strictly convex in Ω,

where f ∈ L2(Ω), f > 0 . Let K :=
{
v ∈ H2(Ω) ∩H1

0(Ω) : v is strictly convex
}

and define the operators M : K → L2(Ω) by

(24) M [v] := det D2v − f

and DM : K → Lin
(
H2(Ω) ∩H1

0(Ω)→ L2(Ω)
)

by

(25) DM [v] := Cof D2v : D2.

3.4. Theorem (superlinear convergence of iterative method to MA equa-
tion). The operator M is Fréchet differentiable and thus Newton differentiable.
Moreover, if the initial guess u0 ∈ K is close to the exact solution u ∈ H2(Ω) ∩
H1

0(Ω) of (23), then the recursive problem
(26)

Cof D2un : D2un+1 = f − det D2un + Cof D2un : D2un in Ω, and un+1|∂Ω = 0

converges with superlinear rate to u.

3.5. Definition of Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman equation. Let Ω be a bounded
convex domain in Rd, d ∈ N (typically d = 2, 3). Consider the Hamilton–Jacobi–
Bellman (HJB) equation with Dirichlet boundary condition

(27) sup
α∈A

(
Aα : D2u+ bαᵀ∇u− cαu− fα

)
= 0 in Ω and u|∂Ω = 0

whereA is a compact metric space,A ∈ L∞(Ω; C0(A; Sym (Rd))), b ∈ L∞(Ω; C0(A; Rd)),
c ∈ L∞(Ω; C0(A)) and f ∈ L2(Ω; C0(A)). We suppose Aα(x) is uniformly elliptic
in both x and α and together with bα, cα meets, for some ε ∈ (0, 1) the Cordes
condition (3), or (4) if bα ≡ 0, cα ≡ 0, independent of α ∈ A. For each α ∈ A,
define the linear operator

(28) Lαv := Aα : D2v + bαᵀ∇v − cαv,

the following set of A-index-valued maps:

(29) Q := {q : Ω → A| q is measurable} ,

and the set-valued map N , for v ∈ H2(Ω) ∩H1
0(Ω), such that

(30)
N [v] := {q ∈ Q : q(x) ∈ Argmaxα∈A ([Lαv − fα]x) for almost all x in Ω} .
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Now, we define the HJB operator by

(31) B[v] := sup
q∈Q
Lqv − fq,

and the set-valued map DB : H2(Ω) ∩H1
0(Ω)⇒ Lin

(
H2(Ω) ∩H1

0(Ω)→ L2(Ω)
)

by

(32) DB[v] :=
{
Lq := (Aq : D2 + bqᵀ∇− cq) | q ∈ N [v]} .

3.6. Theorem (superlinear convergence of iterative method to HJB equa-
tion). The operator B is Newton differentiable with Newton derivative DB. Moreover,
if the initial guess u0 is close to the exact solution u ∈ H2(Ω) ∩H1

0(Ω) of (27), the
recursive problem

(33) Lqnun+1 = fqn in Ω, and un+1|∂Ω = 0

where qn ∈ N [un], converges with superlinear rate to u.
To follow (26) and (33), we need to approximate a linear problem in nondiver-

gence form in each iteration, which we apply the method discussed in § 2. The
convergence of the iterative methods (26) and (33) implies that the finite element
approximation (uU, gG) ∈ U × G achieved via the recursive problems also satisfies
the error bound of Theorem 2.5 and 2.7.

3.7. Remark. The a posteriori residual bound of Theorem 2.7 can be used as an
explicit error indicator to determine a locally refined mesh in the adaptive scheme.

4. Numerical experiments

We discuss two numerical tests one for each of Monge–Ampère via Newton and
Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman problems that demonstrate the robustness of our method
to the fully nonlinear problems. For both test problems, the domain, Ω, is taken
to be the unit disk in R2 with center at the origin. The criterion to stop the
iteration is either ‖(un+1, gn+1)− (un, gn)‖Y < 10−8 or maximum 8 iterations. In
implementation, we take the parameter θ of (18) equal to 0.5. Both implementations
were done by using FEniCS package.

In the first test problem, the known solution is considered smooth and we see that
the numerical results which obtained on the uniform mesh confirm the convergence
analysis of Theorem 2.5. In the second test problem, we choose the known solution
near singular and test the performance of the adaptive scheme as mentioned in
Remark 3.7. Through comparing the convergence rate by the adaptive with uniform
refinement, we observe the efficiency of the adaptive scheme.

4.1. Problem (Monge–Ampère test). Consider problem (23) and choose f cor-
responding to the exact solution

(34) u(x) = −
√
R2 − x21 − x22 +

√
R2 − 1, for a fixed R > 1.

As suggested by Lakkis and Pryer [2013] the first iterate u0 is the discretization of
u0 satisfying

(35) ∆u0 = 2
√
f in Ω, and u0|∂Ω = 0

and then we track the recursive problem (26). We show various error norms of
linear (P1) and quadratic (P2) finite element approximation for two values R in
Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Experimental order of convergence (EOC) for the

Monge–Ampère test problem with R =
√
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Figure 2. Experimental order of convergence (EOC) for the
Monge–Ampère test problem with R = 2.

4.2. Problem (Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman test). Consider problem (27) and
let A = [0, 2π],
(36)

Aα(x) =

[
cos(α) sin(α)
− sin(α) cos(α)

] [
1 + (x21 + x22) 0.005

0.005 1.01− (x21 + x22)

] [
cos(α) − sin(α)
sin(α) cos(α)

]
,

(37)
bα = 0, cα = 2−0.5(cos(2α)+sin(2α)), fα = Lαu− (1− cos(2α−π(x1 +x2))),

with the exact solution
(38)

u(x) :=

{
r(x)5/3(1− r(x))5/2 sin(ϕ(x))5/2 if 0 < r(x) 6 1 and , 0 < ϕ(x) < 3π/2,

0 otherwise,
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(r(x), ϕ(x)) are polar coordinates centered in the origin. One can check that the
near degenerate diffusion Aα together with bα and cα satisfy the Cordes condition
(3) with λ = 1 and ε = 0.0032. Note that u ∈ Hs for any s < 8/3. As u ∈ H2(Ω),
we do not expect the advantage of the adaptive scheme over than the uniform
refinement for H1(Ω)-norm of the error of uU; it is shown in Figure 3b. But since
∇u does not have such smoothness, we observe the superiority of the adaptive
scheme for H1(Ω)-norm of the error of gG (and Y -norm of the error of (uU, gG)) in
Figure 3c (and 3d).

(a) Last mesh generated
by the adaptive algorithm.
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Figure 3. Mesh in 3a and 3b–3d show the convergence rate
in both the uniform and adaptive refinement for the HJB test
problem §4.2 with P2 elements. While the adaptive scheme does
not yield any noticeable gain for the function value approxim-
ation (‖u− uU‖H1(Ω)), it does so in the reconstructed gradient

(‖∇u− gG‖Y ).
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